
Transforming Taranaki

housing into homes

Heating Hot Water Green Homes



our relationships

our relationships

Every home is different and we prefer to custom design

our systems alongside our customers right here in

Taranaki.  We do not consume other people's designs, we

trust our vast in-house knowledge of over 100 years and

design to the local conditions.

 

Central Heating is what we do on a daily basis.   We are

specialist Central Heating Engineers with plumbing and

electrical qualifications that enhance our Central Heating

specialisation.  We are not plumbers who install Central

Heating systems occasionally.

We pride ourselves on being independent and not part of

a franchise.  This gives us the flexibility to work in a

bespoke way and how best fits our customers.  We bring a

vast amount of European Central Heating experience to

the province with all our roles based locally.

premierheating.co.nz 06 752 4220

PREMIER HEATING DIFFERENCE
THE

CENTRAL HEATING SPECIALISTS

LOCALLY OWNED AND OPERATED

DESIGNERS OF OUR OWN SYSTEMS

We are founding members of the NZ Institute of Central

Heating where we are actively contributing to increasing

the standards of Central Heating in an immature market.

As we are not a franchise, we also have the flexibility to

ensure we  select the right products for a quality outcome.

COMMITTED TO QUALITY



premierheating.co.nz 06 752 4220

 

HEALTHY

Forced air solutions can stir up unwanted dust and allergens.  Water based central heating

does not use air, instead heat is passively convected & radiated around the home 

QUIET

Unlike forced air solutions such as heat pumps, water based central heating is almost

completely silent

EFFICIENT

Water based central heating is much more efficient at transferring heat than air, up to four

times more efficient

FLEXIBLE

Water based central heating can also provide the home with an unlimited supply of hot water

for domestic use, mitigating the need for a separate hot water solution such as a cylinder. It

can also be installed in homes with low ceiling or floor clearance due to small flexible water

pipes being used as opposed to large insulated ducting like forced air solutions

Multiple options to provide the heat...

Gas Boiler

A natural or LPG gas

appliance that can also

provide you with domestic

hot water. Interior or

exterior mounted.

Air to Water Heat Pump

An electrical appliance

that converts warmth

from the outside air into

heat.  A great choice for

locations with no natural

gas.

Ground Source Heat Pump

An electrical appliance

that converts warmth

from under the soil into

heat.  A great choice for

lifestyle blocks.

Multiple options to distribute the heat...

RADIATORS

A large selection of styles &

colours, radiators are the

perfect choice for retro-fit

installations. Radiators

provide a responsive heating

output and as a result can

heat your home fast

UNDERFLOOR

Completely  invisible, underfloor

heating is the perfect choice for

new build homes with a concrete

floor.  The concrete will act as

thermal storage and release heat

long after the heating has

stopped operating

Heating  your entire house to a healthy temperature is

what many of our customers claim turns their house into a

home.  At Premier Heating we are regional experts on

water based (hydronic) central heating which has multiple

benefits over forced air solutions.  Our expertise, coupled

with innovative solution design means our solutions can

be very cost effective to operate

CENTRAL HEATING



 

SOLAR READY

Heat pump hot water systems are the most efficient choice for solar

hot water, and an excellent choice for energy efficiency and homes

with alternative energy generation

EFFICIENT

Hot water heat pumps are extremely efficient, using around one

third of the power of a standard hot water cylinder

FLEXIBLE

Multiple installation options with an indoor and outdoor model.

Suitable for up to 9 persons

premierheating.co.nz 06 752 4220

HOT WATER
Supplying your household with hot water for showers and

baths isn't cheap.  Around one third of your total energy

bill is typically used for hot water, so it makes sense to

choose efficient solutions to heat your water and reduce

your overall energy needs.  Premier Heating can help, with

a wide range of solutions from our very efficient hot water

heat pumps through to our gas based solutions to provide

your household with unlimited instant hot water.

Save up to 65% on your operating costs with
a hot water heat pump
A V A I L A B L E  I N  1 7 5 L ,  2 5 0 L  &  2 7 5 L

Heat pump water heaters are powered by electricity and use

energy from the ambient air temperature to heat water which is

stored in an insulated hot water cylinder. This is similar

technology to that used in heat pump air conditioners and is

efficient even in low temperatures. 

Never run out of hot water again with our gas boilers

C O M B I  B O I L E R S

Much like our continuous flow

boilers, gas combi boilers have the

added benefit of also being able to

heat the hot water for your central

heating solution.   

C O N T I N U O U S  F L O W

Gas Continuous Flow hot water

systems provide an unlimited volume

of hot water from a compact efficient

appliance that operates only when

hot water is required. 



premierheating.co.nz 06 752 4220

Premier Heating supplies the latest in energy efficient

technologies for off the grid green homes, or for those who

simply want to save money on their power bill.  Our

consulting and design service will give you an energy

pathway to suit your needs that will be delivered using a

variety of technologies such as PV solar generation, hot

water heat pumps, energy monitoring, thermal mass

central heating and energy storage.

E N E R G Y  G E N E R A T I O N

New Zealand provides a great climate to generate your own power using

solar PV.  Solar panels, installed typically on your roof, capture and convert

sunlight into electricity for use in your home or to export into the power

grid in return for payment.  A typical New Zealand roof area of a home is

large enough to host solar panels that generate in excess of the household

requirements.

E N E R G Y  M O N I T O R I N G

Unless you have exceptional buy back rates from your power company, it

is generally more beneficial to use the energy you are generating within

your own home.  Our energy monitoring solution allows you to gain

accurate, real-time insights into your homes energy generation and

consumption.  Armed with this data you are then empowered to make

applicance and lifestyle changes to become more energy efficient.

E N E R G Y  S T O R A G E

It may not always be possible to immediately use all the energy that you

generate, and that is where energy storage is an attractive option.  Storing

your solar PV generated electricity in a battery for use long after the

generation has stopped is one of our solutions, as is a thermal mass energy

storage approach.  With thermal mass energy storage, we use the excess

energy to heat your concrete floor to a high temperature during the day

and then have this heat released in the early evening as the house cools.

Your floor simply acts like a battery.

S M A R T  T E C H N O L O G I E S

Reducing your energy needs is always more efficient than generating

energy to suit your current needs.  We at Premier Heating will work with

you to reduce your needs through a mixture of lifestyle changes and

efficient technologies such as our hot water or ground source heat pumps.

GREEN HOMES
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QUESTIONS & MISCONCEPTIONS
COMMON

MY  HOUSE  I S  I N SU LA T ED

SO  I  DON ' T  NEED

CENTRA L  HEAT I NG

Well  insulated homes are only

part  of  the solution in keeping

warm.    The insulation means

your home wil l  retain heat for

longer,  but i t  st i l l  requires a heat

source.     The World Health

Organisation recommends a

minimum daytime temperature

of 20 degrees    inside a house that

contains children or elderly.

According to branz.co.nz the

average daytime temperature of

a Taranaki  house in Winter is  17

degrees,  and at  night t ime a

chil ly 9 degrees.

WI L L  DOUB L E  G LAZ I NG  KEEP

US  WARM ?

Whilst  i t  is  a  fact  that  over 40% of heat

loss from a home is  lost  through the

windows,  many of our customers are

surprised as to how l itt le  of  an impact

double glazing the windows actually has.

Insulation is  measured by the R-value.  A

higher value the better a product is  at

reducing heat loss .  Replacing a typical

single glazed aluminium window with

standard double glazing only increases

the R-value from 0.15 to an estimated

0.26 meaning many customers continue

to spend a similar amount in heating

their  home and end up disappointed.

Double glazing your entire home for heat

retention purposes has an estimated

return on investment upwards of  40

years compared to 12 years for central

heating which has the added benefit  of  an

immediate impact on the heat inside your

home.

HOW  MUCH  DOES  CENTRA L

HEAT I NG  COS T  TO  RUN ?

It  depends on a number of  factors ,

however central  heating quite often

has l i tt le  impact on our customers

energy bi l ls .   One of  our customers

reports  that during the coldest

Taranaki  Winter months they are able

to keep their  entire,  4 bedroomed,

single glazed,  l imited insulation,  home

warm for $112.77 per month.   That 's

only $3.67 per day.



"I’ve already had comments from guests who love how cosy the house is without it

being too hot, it’s just right. We have never been more excited for winter!!!"

MEL JENSEN AND TROY BURBIDGE

"Absolute professionals to deal with, answering all our questions and accomplished

their work smoothly and efficiently. The radiators provide a complete whole of house

heating performance and are inexpensive to run, we couldn’t be happier!"

JODI  BARKLEY

"Reputation is everything, and ours is built
upon solid foundations of honest advice,
superior products and quality workmanship..."

M I K E  W A L L A C E
P R E M I E R  H E A T I N G  G E N E R A L  M A N A G E R

"Premier Heating installed our gas central heating.  We've never looked back, we have a

warm and toasty house, no damp windows and our bills are similar to previous years" 

JOHN AND CAROLYN R IMMER

premierheating.co.nz 06 752 4220

REPUTATION
OUR

what our customers' say

our industry memberships
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